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Abstract

The cloud scanner sensor is a central part of a recently proposed satellite remote
sensing concept – the three-dimensional (3-D) cloud and aerosol interaction mis-
sion (CLAIM-3D) combining measurements of aerosol characteristics in the vicinity
of clouds and profiles of cloud microphysical characteristics. Such a set of collocated5

measurements will allow new insights in the complex field of cloud-aerosol interactions
affecting directly the development of clouds and precipitation, especially in convection.
The cloud scanner measures radiance reflected or emitted by cloud sides at several
wavelengths to derive a profile of cloud particle size and thermodynamic phase. For
the retrieval of effective size a Bayesian approach was adopted and introduced in a10

preceding paper.
In this paper the potential of the approach, which has to account for the complex

three-dimensional nature of cloud geometry and radiative transfer, is tested in realistic
cloud observing situations. In a fully simulated environment realistic cloud resolving
modelling provides complex 3-D structures of ice, water, and mixed phase clouds,15

from the early stage of convective development to mature deep convection. A three-
dimensional Monte Carlo radiative transfer is used to realistically simulate the aspired
observations.

A large number of cloud data sets and related simulated observations provide the
database for an experimental Bayesian retrieval. An independent simulation of an addi-20

tional cloud field serves as a synthetic test bed for the demonstration of the capabilities
of the developed retrieval techniques.

1 Introduction

Clouds play a critical role in the earth’s energy balance and water cycle and are at
the same time controlled by the aerosol surrounding them. Since Twomey (1977) de-25

scribed the impact of aerosol on the concentration of cloud particles and the cloud
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albedo, an increasing number of possible indirect aerosol effects on cloud develop-
ment and thus weather and climate have been found. For example, Albrecht (1989)
describes possible implications of high aerosol load for a delay in precipitation onset
and a prolonged stratocumulus life-time; or Kaufman and Koren (2006) present obser-
vations of a correlation between aerosol type and concentration and cloud cover.5

In addition to changes in the radiation budget due to these interactions, the impact of
aerosol properties on the convective cloud development is important as well. Convec-
tive development is highly sensitive towards the aerosol environment. At the same time
convection is central for the global climate due to its role in the re-distribution of latent
heat and the water-cycle. This is object of a series of investigations concentrated on10

the microphysical development of convective clouds and its dependence on the aerosol
environment (e.g. Williams et al., 2002; Rosenfeld and Woodley, 2000; Andreae et al.,
2004; Rosenfeld, 2006). Therefore, the recent IPCC 2007 again marks aerosol-cloud
interaction as the field with the highest uncertainty regarding climate change.

At the same time, today’s cloud and aerosol microphysical measurements, and with15

them our understanding, still have severe limitations, especially as far as convection is
concerned. In-situ data, already limited in spatial coverage, is difficult to measure in
highly turbulent cloud environment and for deep convection its collection is always re-
lated to high risk. Satellite based passive remote sensing naturally concentrates on the
cloud top while ground based passive remote sensing provides only limited information20

as well, especially for optically thick clouds. Active remote sensing relies on strong
assumptions and is limited in spatial accuracy. For these reasons Martins et al. (2007)
proposed the three-dimensional cloud and aerosol interaction mission (CLAIM-3D) to
contribute new insights through collocated aerosol and cloud microphysical measure-
ments.25

A central part of CLAIM-3D is an innovative approach, the so-called cloud scanner
instrument (see Fig. 1), for the observation of profiles of cloud phase and particle size
which reflect the impact of aerosol on the development of convection and precipitation.
It replaces the classical satellite observational approach of cloud top remote sensing by
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cloud side remote sensing. Solar radiation reflected from cloud sides and their thermal
emission is observed in several spectral regions from a slanted viewing geometry by
either satellite, aircraft or ground based sensors. The collection of information along
the vertical axis is either realized by a scanning mechanism or through the motion
of an air- or spacecraft using a fixed viewing zenith angle. This way cloud profile5

information inaccessible under the classical approach becomes available to passive
remote sensing. From a combination of a visible (VIS), two near infra-red (NIR), and a
thermal infra-red (TIR) channel, profiles of cloud phase and cloud particle size can be
derived.

To an even larger extent than the classical passive remote sensing, the cloud side10

observations are susceptible to three-dimensional (3-D) effects like the strong depen-
dence of reflectivity on the varying illumination of the complex small scale structure of
cloud sides. These issues were discussed in detail in Marshak et al. (2006). A central
problem are shadows. Without detailed knowledge of the cloud structure, these intro-
duce unpredictable variation of reflectance. For our approach, this issue is minimised15

through a limitation to observations of the backscattered solar radiation, i.e. the sen-
sor view is selected in a way that the sun is laterally “in the back” of the sensor and
vertically within 15◦.

Cloud phase can be determined from a combination of reflectance in two NIR chan-
nels (centre wavelengths at 2.1 and 2.25µm; Martins et al., 2007). A change in the20

imaginary part of the refractive index of ice between 2.1 and 2.25µm, while the one
for liquid water remains largely constant, allows for a clear identification of cloud phase
from the ratio of reflectance in both channels. The retrieval of cloud particle size is
based on the well known concept of Nakajima and King (1990). The sensitivity of the
absorption at a NIR wavelength to particle size in combination with a VIS wavelength25

insensitive to particle size is widely used to derive effective particle size and optical
thickness (e.g. Platnick et al., 2003). Due to the strongly slanted viewing geometry in
the case of the cloud side observation only the cloud effective particle size constitutes
a quantity which can be easily interpreted. Using the thermal information from the TIR
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channel the observations of cloud phase and effective size can be assigned to a cer-
tain height in the atmosphere given a suited atmospheric sounding in the vicinity of the
observation.

The information on phase and effective size, retrievable from solar reflectance, is a
function of the cloud characteristics close to the cloud edges depending on the 3-D5

photon transport, e.g. the penetration depth of photons into the cloud volume. Of deci-
sive importance for the cloud scanner approach are therefore two questions: (1) How
representative is information gained from the thin outer shell of the cloud for the inner
part of the cloud (compare Fig. 1)? A typical penetration depth of photons at NIR wave-
length is an optical thickness around 2 to 5, i.e. a few hundred meters (Marshak and10

Davis, 2005; Zinner and Mayer, 2006). (2) Is there a solution for the inversion of radia-
tive transfer systematically linking observed values of reflectance to cloud properties
for this situation of highly complex cloud structures and 3-D radiative effects?

Only if the effective radius doesn’t change substantially with distance from the cloud
edge, measurements of conditions at the edge can be representative for the main body15

of the cloud cell and a meaningful effective radius profile could be retrieved. The first
question is thus strongly related to the mixing of cloudy and clear air at the boundary
(the entrainment). Does it happen in a “homogeneous” or “inhomogeneous” way? This
question not be answered conclusively in this paper, because as mentioned above
reliable data is scarce, but a number of publications provide evidence that in a large20

number of situations effective radius is sufficiently constant with distance from the cloud
edge (Blyth and Latham, 1991; Rosenfeld and Woodley, 1998; French et al., 2000;
Freud et al., 2005; Gerber, 2006). This topic is object of Sect. 2.2.1.

Core of this paper will be the second question regarding the cloud scanner retrieval
concept: Is a statistical retrieval of cloud properties feasible at all for the complex in-25

terrelation of high resolution cloud structure and 3-D radiation field for the wide range
of cloud structures existing in nature? Marshak et al. (2006) initially addressed it by
testing their approach using statistically generated cloud structures containing simpli-
fied cloud microphysical properties. Here a more systematic proof-of-concept will be
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conducted based on a large number of convective cloud cases from cloud resolving
modelling (CRM) with realistic detail in cloud structure and microphysical properties
covering the range of natural possibilities. The significance of a radiative signature will
be investigated by sampling of different cloud realisations. A database large enough to
obtain dependable statistical results is formed and the related theoretical reliability of5

the retrieval is estimated quantitatively for realistic cloud situations.
The topics are addressed using two main tools: The Goddard Cumulus Ensemble

model, a state-of-the-art CRM providing 3-D fields of cloud properties (Sect. 2.1, Tao
et al., 2003), and the 3-D Monte Carlo radiative transfer code MYSTIC (Sect. 3, Mayer,
1999, 2000) for the simulation of accurate radiation fields related to these CRM cloud10

fields. In Sect. 2.2 parameterisations are introduced to complement the CRM output
with values of particle effective size not provided by the model. Section 4 gives some
examples of the simulations (for four wavelengths in the VIS, NIR and TIR spectral
range) and a broader summary for the generated dataset of synthetic observations.
A description of this database as basis of a retrieval is given in Sect. 5. An indepen-15

dent synthetic test case to demonstrate the capabilities of the approach is presented in
Sect. 6. The conclusions describe the status and future of the cloud scanner concept.
An appendix presents the introduction of the delta-scaling approach into our Monte
Carlo radiative transfer code as a necessary optimisation to meet the high computa-
tional demand of building a retrieval database of 3-D simulated radiance for a large20

number of cloud scenes.

2 Cloud resolving simulation of deep convection

Cloud structures from cloud resolving modelling (CRM) are often used as the basis
for radiative transfer simulations (e.g. Barker et al., 2003; Cahalan et al., 2005). Their
advantage over the use of statistical model data (e.g. Marshak et al., 2006) is the phys-25

ical consistency of the output fields regarding structure, cloud dynamics, and cloud
microphysics. Most models use so-called bulk microphysics parameterisations where
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the cloud particle volume is characterised in terms of mass content of different cloud
particle classes (liquid or ice, cloud or precipitation). Others use elaborate spectral
microphysics models explicitly simulating the development of cloud particle size dis-
tributions in these classes (e.g. Khain et al., 2001). Although the latter model group
has the advantage of greater physical detail especially with respect to cloud optical5

properties, they are so far only used for simulations of limited spatial extent due to their
large computational demand: e.g. small scale cloud scenes of boundary layer cloud
types, or 2-D cross sections for extensive cloud systems like deep convection. As 3-D
spatial variability of cloud structure and extensive 2-D radiance observations of deep
convection are the object of our work, a bulk microphysics model is used. A description10

of the CRM and its bulk microphysics are given in the next section.

2.1 Goddard Cumulus Ensemble model

A realistic cloud basis for all of the subsequent simulated observations is provided by
the 3-D version of the Goddard Cumulus Ensemble model (GCE). The model is de-
scribed in Tao and Simpson (1993) and Tao et al. (2003). The model can produce15

3-D cloud fields on domains large enough to facilitate the development of full-scale
deep convective systems. At the same time it provides the spatial variability needed
to develop the cloud scanner retrievals in a realistically complex environment. Output
quantities include 3-D fields of temperature and pressure as well as the mass contents
of the different cloud species: cloud ice, cloud liquid water, rain, snow, and graupel.20

Results are obtained for the 23 February 1999, a case that fell within the Tropical Rain-
fall Measuring Mission Large-Scale Biosphere-Atmosphere (TRMM LBA) experiment
in Amazonia. This case is characterised by diurnally growing weak to moderate con-
vection that then loosely organised into transient lines parallel to the deep tropospheric
wind shear. The model domain consisted of 256×256 horizontal points at 250-m res-25

olution (equivalent to 64 km×64 km) and 41 stretched vertical layers with height incre-
ments ranging from 37 m near the surface to 1028 m at the top and a total depth of
about 23 km. See Lang et al. (2007) for a description of the GCE model applied to this
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case.
Simulations were made using two different improved versions of the graupel-based

microphysical scheme, which is largely based on Rutledge and Hobbs (1984). In addi-
tion to the improvements reported in Lang et al. (2007), in the first run the microphysics
were further enhanced by: (1) scaling the Bergeron process for snow growth by the su-5

per saturation with resect to ice and water, (2) adding a simple rime splintering scheme
(e.g. Hallett and Mossop (1974)), replacing the Fletcher (1962) curve for the concentra-
tion of ice crystals with the Meyers et al. (1992) formulation where appropriate, allow-
ing for ice super saturation and the sublimation of precipitation-sized ice particles, and
adding a sedimentation term for cloud ice based on Hong et al. (2004). In the second10

run, in addition to the previous modifications, the snow intercept is allowed to vary as
a function of temperature similar to Hong et al. (2004) and cloud water is assumed to
be frozen at temperatures below −18◦C, as observed by (Stith et al., 2002).

Cloud field output from the GCE simulation with the first microphysical setup for 13
points in time are provided (between 180 and 300 min after initialisation) as well as15

a single cloud field generated using the second microphysical setup (230 min after
initialisation). As input for the radiative transfer simulations only the fields of cloud ice
water content (IWC) and cloud liquid water content (LWC) are used (Fig. 2) and for
this purpose translated to a regular 3-D grid of 250 m×250 m×200 m (∆x×∆y×∆z).
Precipitation-sized particles (i.e. snow, rain, and graupel) are not included as these20

properties have minimal radiative impact for the spectral range of the observations
simulated within this study.

2.2 Parameterisations of cloud particle size

As described above, the GCE output does not yet represent a complete input data set
for the radiative transfer simulations, because it only provides mass content and phase25

of cloud particles but no size information. For a complete description of radiative ef-
fects, detailed information on cloud particle characteristics (cloud droplets, ice habit)
and particle size distribution (or effective radius) is required to determine the full scat-
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tering and absorbing characteristics. The missing particle size (a main object of the
cloud scanner retrieval) has to be established by other means. Using parameterisa-
tions, a realistic range of particle sizes is generated in a way physically consistent with
the given cloud mass contents.

2.2.1 Cloud droplets5

For the liquid water cloud part the assumption of a semi-adiabatic cloud droplet effec-
tive radius is adopted. Cloud droplets are assumed to grow through condensation in a
predominantly adiabatic way as they are lifted above the cloud base. The actual liquid
water content can clearly differ from the theoretical adiabatic liquid water content due
to entrainment, especially for turbulent convective cloud development. The particle size10

can be affected by entrainment as well.
“Homogenous mixing” and “inhomogeneous mixing” describe the two theoretical ex-

treme possibilities (e.g. Baker et al., 1980): As cloud free air is mixed with cloudy air
all droplets in a typical droplet size distribution evaporate according to the reduced
humidity (homogenous mixing) and the average cloud particle size is decreasing. Het-15

erogenous mixing takes place without changes of the droplet size distribution as cloud
free air and cloudy air is not mixed on a microphysical scale. Cloud humidity conditions
are sustained in “pockets” of droplet air while clear conditions prevail in “pockets” of
droplet free air at least over a certain period of time.

Using laboratory experiments Baker et al. (1980) argue that the time constant of tur-20

bulent mixing is much larger than that of droplet evaporation, leading to independent
areas of different regimes in the cloud volume. Blyth and Latham (1991) and French
et al. (2000) found in in-situ measurements that droplet effective radius in cumulus
clouds essentially depends on the height above cloud base and is not affected by en-
trainment. Moreover, Blyth and Latham (1991) show that the effective radius is clearly25

related to the theoretical adiabatic value. Gerber (2006) also finds an effective droplet
size constant for a given height in the cloud and emphasises that such an insensitiv-
ity to entrainment could also be explained by completely homogenous mixing of near
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saturated air which would not affect the effective droplet size either. In-situ data is
rarely collected once convection reaches a more vigorous stage. Freud et al. (2005),
nonetheless, corroborate the assumption of effective radius being a pure function of
height throughout the liquid part of growing deep convection. Rosenfeld and Woodley
(1998) provide further support by means of in-situ and remote sensing and state that5

effective radius seems to be a function of height at least as long as no precipitation has
developed.

Although neither the purely heterogenous mixing, nor the opposite purely homoge-
neous mixing can be expected in nature (see e.g. Gerber, 2006), a strong dependence
of droplet effective size on the height above the cloud base is often observed. This10

leads to the following parameterisation of an adiabatic droplet effective radius. An adi-
abatic condensation rate depending on height and a respective theoretical adiabatic
liquid water content wad for each height can be derived from values of temperature and
pressure at cloud bottom height (see e.g. Brenguier et al., 2000; Zinner et al., 2006).
Using wad, a value for an adiabatic effective radius can be calculated using a fixed15

number concentration of cloud condensation nuclei N

wad = ρw N
4
3
π r3

vol ad (1)

where rvol ad is the theoretical volume average adiabatic droplet size, ρw is the density
of liquid water. rvol ad can be related to an actual sub-adiabatic effective radius

reff = s reffad =
s

k
1
3

rvol ad (2)20

where the factor k is the typical ratio r3
vol/r

3
eff. s describes the ratio of an actually

sub-adiabatic effective radius to the perfect adiabatic value (s=reff/reffad). This way,
the influence of homogeneous mixing not considered by the pure adiabatic approach
is represented by s. k depends on the exact shape of the droplet spectrum. Here
a typical value of k=0.8 derived from observed droplet spectra is used (Martin et al.,25

1994). For the adiabaticity s of the effective radius of droplets, Blyth and Latham (1991)
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find values between 0.7 and 0.97. For the two realizations of CRM microphysics used
in the following (see Sect. 2.1), two different values of s1=0.9 (for the main database)
and s2=0.8 (for the test case in Sect. 6) are chosen to create two independent sets of
cloud microphysics.

This way a semi-adiabatic value of effective radius is calculated for each grid box in5

the GCE field containing liquid water. To relax our postulation of a constant effective
radius for a given height and thus account for natural variability, statistical deviations
from the mean are included. Gaussian noise with a standard deviation of the size of
the vertical difference between two layers is added to each horizontal layer of effective
radius values. Figure 3b shows an example for the derived droplet effective radius for10

a vertical cross section through one of the CRM fields.

2.2.2 Ice particles

The effective radius of ice particles is known to depend on ice water content and tem-
perature (e.g. Wyser, 1998; McFarquhar et al., 2003). In in-situ measurements ice
particles are found to be larger the greater the IWC and the warmer the ambient tem-15

perature is. The latter is often attributed to either sedimentation of larger particles in
aging cirrus or to the successive activation of new ice nuclei (and thus the production of
small particles) during convective ascent of an air parcel into colder and colder regions
of the atmosphere.

For climate models several parameterisations of ice particle size can be found (see20

e.g. the compilation in McFarquhar et al., 2003). We chose the one after Wyser (1998)
as it is on the one hand accounting for both the dependencies on temperature and ice
water content, and on the other hand produces a large variety of ice effective radius val-
ues. It consists of a number of empirical equations representing dependencies found
in in-situ data. Figure 3b shows the result for a given cross section of IWC and temper-25

ature from GCE. Analogous to the adiabaticity factor for the droplet effective radius, a
factor sice is used to vary the dependence of ice particle size on IWC and temperature
linearly for the two GCE data sets (sice 1=1, sice 2=1.2).
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Using the parameterisations described in this section, a 3-D data set effective particle
radius is obtained for the fields of cloud water and cloud ice content at each time step
of the GCE model (Fig. 3). The different classes of precipitation from the GCE are
neglected as their mass content is generally much smaller and precipitation particle
sizes are much larger. Thus their contribution to the overall optical thickness is minimal5

and their impact on the radiative transfer in the visible and near infra-red spectral range
is negligible.

3 3-D Radiative transfer model MYSTIC

Our 3-D radiative transfer model is MYSTIC – a state of the art 3-D Monte Carlo (Mayer,
1999, 2000) continously tested and extended during the Intercomparison of 3-D Ra-10

diative Transfer Codes (I3RC, Cahalan et al., 2005). It is part of the radiative transfer
package libRadtran (Library of Radiative Transfer, Mayer and Kylling, 2005).

The existing version of MYSTIC was extended and optimised as follows. For the
given need to simulate a large amount of synthetic observations for several wavelength
regions, the Monte Carlo technique reaches its computational limits even with today’s15

computing capacities. A recently developed backward Monte Carlo mode (Emde and
Mayer, 2007) was extended to cover the thermal wavelength region. The treatment
of solar radiative transfer was considerably accelerated implementing the delta-scaling
approximation into the code (Antyufeev, 1996; Iwabuchi, 2006). For details and tests
see the appendix.20

4 Synthetic observations

13 cloud scenes of convection through various stages of their life cycle, from small pure
liquid water cumuli to the mature anvil capped stage, form the cloud basis of the sim-
ulations. One combination of solar zenith angle and sensor zenith angle is selected:
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θsolar=45◦ and θsensor=60◦. The relative azimuth between both sun and sensor is 0.
That means, lateral shadows are impossible while vertical shadows can appear as the
observing perspective is shallower than the solar illumination. The number of indepen-
dent cloud data sets is quadrupled rotating each of the cloud data sets by 90◦, 180◦,
and 270◦ around the vertical axis giving a total number of 52 independent convective5

cloud cases.
Representative for the four sensor channels, four single wavelength simulations are

conducted: 0.87, 2.1, 2.25, and 10.8µm. 0.87µm is dominated by scattering of solar
radiation, and hence simply called the “visible” wavelength, while 2.1 and 2.25µm are
sensitive to absorption by water and ice particles, the near infra-red wavelengths. The10

thermal radiation is simulated for a typical atmospheric window wavelength of 10.8µm.
Optical properties for water droplets are generated for all wavelengths using Mie

calculations (Wiscombe, 1979, revised 1996). For ice particles the parameterisation
of Key et al. (2002) for a mixture of particle habits is used. The influence of gases is
simulated using a standard atmosphere for the tropics from Anderson et al. (1986). For15

simplicity the surface is assumed to be black (albedo=0).

4.1 Examples

Examples for one of 52 simulation cases are presented in Fig. 4. For the whole domain
of 64 km×64 km the slanted observation (θsensor=60◦) with the sun in the back of the
sensor is simulated on a 250 m horizontal resolution. A mixture of cloud sides and tops20

is shown with cloud cell bottoms closer to the x-axis than their tops. This becomes
clearer for the thermal infra-red simulation at 10.8µm. The warm surface emits the
most infra-red radiation and is thus brightest, small cumuli and the bottoms of larger
cells are cooler, the icy cloud top of the main cell (compare Fig. 2b) shows the lowest
emitted radiance. The two near infra-red simulated reflectance results are similar. The25

reflectance is generally lower in the NIR compared to the VIS results due to absorption
of water and ice particles. Most obvious difference to the 0.87µm results (and the only
difference between the two NIR simulations) is the reflectance from all higher parts of
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large cloud cells. Especially the large ice particles are strong absorbers which leads to
the even darker areas in the ice regions. These areas are the ice dominated parts as
shown in Fig. 9a.

Prerequisite of the method proposed by Marshak et al. (2006) and Martins et al.
(2007) is that the signature of the true effective particle size is detectable in the observ-5

able reflectance at 0.87 and 2.1µm in a statistical sense. This can now be checked for
this example. Figure 5a shows the “truth”, the value of effective radius which is visible
for the given observational perspective in the GCE cloud structure. Figure 4a and b
show the corresponding simulated reflectance.

Due to the complexity of 3-D cloud structure and 3-D radiative transfer a wide range10

of possible reflectance values in the VIS and NIR wavelength range occurs for each
value of effective radius (Fig. 5b, only droplets). This differs clearly from the classical
picture of 1-D radiative transfer through plane-parallel clouds where a clear determin-
istic one to one relation of a pair of VIS and NIR reflectance to one pair of optical
thickness and effective radius is given for the same surface, viewing, and illumination15

conditions (Nakajima and King, 1990; Platnick et al., 2003). A comparison of Fig. 5b
to Fig. 6 in Marshak et al. (2006) reveals that the more realistic complexity of the CRM
data further increases the range of possible reflectance values, i.e. further blurs the
separation of different effective radius values. Nonetheless, the core information of
droplet size is still visible in the reflectance picture. There is clear evidence that smaller20

NIR reflectance are related to larger effective radius (for the ice region the picture is
qualitatively similar).

4.2 Database

The next important step to check is, if this clear signature stays detectable once a range
of very different convective cloud situations is mixed in one database, i.e. if there is a25

systematic statistical relation, or if this relation is depending on the specifics of each
single cloud scene. The size of the database, on the other hand, has to be consider-
able to provide a statistically sound basis for a general retrieval. In the following, results
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for the whole data set of 52 simulated observation scenes based on as many indepen-
dent realisations of cloud structures from the CRM for different stages of convective
development are presented.

About 880 000 simulated single pixel reflectance values for liquid water clouds and
about 160 000 values for ice clouds enter the database together with their respective5

true effective radius values from the CRM. Figures 6 and 7 give an overview of the
database for liquid water and ice particles, respectively. Each plot (a) to (d) shows
example distributions of true effective radius for a given combination of simulated VIS
0.87µm and NIR 2.1µm reflectance (each plot stands for one VIS reflectance and
up to 5 different NIR reflectances). Not only one value of effective radius leads to a10

certain combination of VIS/NIR reflectance (as in 1-D radiative transfer theory), but a
range of effective radius values. For each VIS/NIR bin, the occurrence of true effective
radius is registered in such a frequency distribution. Panels (e) and (f) summarise all
distributions in our database with more than 20 values of effective radius: The distribu-
tions’ mean effective radius values for several VIS/NIR reflectance bins (different VIS15

reflectances in colours) is given in and Figs. 6e and 7e and the related distributions’
standard deviations in Figs. 6f and 7f.

In agreement with the theoretical 1-D radiative transfer picture, a clear inverse de-
pendence of NIR reflectance on the mean value of the true effective radius distributions
is visible in most cases for droplets and ice particles. For some values of reflectance20

the relation of VIS/NIR reflectance to effective radius is very clear, the related distribu-
tions are narrow, their standard deviations small. For other reflectance combinations
the dependence is less obvious, distributions are much wider. Most distributions have a
clear single peak for each VIS/NIR bin while some of the distributions for the ice particle
effective radius show multiple peaks and are generally broader than the liquid droplet25

distributions. This causes larger relative values of standard deviation. Nonetheless, the
information of cloud effective radius is clearly conserved in the observable reflectance
values for ice particles as well. Also the accumulation of results from very different con-
vective cloud cases does not blur the characteristic relations. Not shown tests confirm
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that the average relation of reflectance and mean effective radius is similar for different
cases, and thus the distributions become increasingly stable, if more cases are added.

5 Detection of thermodynamic phase and Bayesian retrieval of cloud particle
size

5.1 Phase5

From Fig. 9 the possibility of a discrimination of ice and water clouds using the NIR ratio
is obvious. The absorption of ice particles drops abruptly from 2.1 to 2.25µm while the
absorption by water droplets changes only slightly. Thus the reflectance of water cloud
regions is only slightly smaller at 2.1 compared to 2.25µm, while the reflectance of ice
regions at 2.1 is much smaller than at 2.25µm. The ratio is close to 0.8 for water clouds10

as the reflectance between 2.1 and 2.25µm changes only slightly; for ice clouds the
ratio is close to 0.4 as their reflectance clearly increases at 2.25µm. The output from
the cloud resolving model allows for the check and optimisation of detection thresholds
for a thermodynamic phase retrieval by comparison to the “truth” (Fig. 9): if the NIR
ratio is larger than 0.75, the cloud is water, if the ratio is smaller than 0.6, an ice cloud15

is very likely, between these two thresholds a cloud has to be considered of uncertain
(possibly mixed) phase.

5.2 Effective radius

The distributions presented in Fig. 6 and 7 already represent the basis for the Bayesian
retrieval of cloud particle size as introduced in Marshak et al. (2006), as well as by20

McFarlane et al. (2002) and Evans et al. (2002) for other cloud property retrievals. The
occurrence of certain values of effective radius in each bin of forward simulated VIS
and NIR reflectance corresponds to the likelihood to have a certain effective radius for a
given combination of observed VIS and NIR reflectance. This constitutes a probabilistic
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solution to the radiative transfer inversion problem. It can be formulated using Bayes’
theorem for conditional probabilities:

p (reff | IVIS, INIR) =
p (IVIS, INIR | reff) p (reff)∫

p (IVIS, INIR| reff ) p (reff) dreff

. (3)

It states that the solution of the backward problem, the probability density
p (reff | IVIS, INIR) of having a certain effective radius given the reflectance IVIS and INIR5

is related to the solution of the forward problem, the probability density to observe a
combination of IVIS and INIR for a given cloud effective radius p (IVIS, INIR | reff). In order
to get the right probability the occurrence of reff in real clouds p(reff) is needed to weigh
the forward result. This is closely related to the above discussed considerations about
the stability of the found statistical relations over different cloud cases in terms of the10

width of the found distributions. The integral in the denominator on the right hand side
is a normalising factor.

That means, starting from our forward simulated statistical relation between effec-
tive radius and VIS and NIR reflectance (Figs. 6 and 7), we can assign to each ob-
servational pair of VIS and NIR reflectance a probability density distribution from our15

database. After the initial step of identifying the thermodynamic phase, a retrieval will
accordingly consist of a most likely value of effective radius (the mean) and a standard
deviation describing the reliability of the result. Most droplet effective radius retrievals
are therefore expected to be very clear with a mean value very close to the single max-
imum of the distributions and a standard deviation of 10 to 15% of this value. The ice20

effective radius values retrievable are more ambiguous. The reason for this difference
is, on the one hand, the smaller number of realisations of ice particle/ reflectance pairs
that enter the database over a wider range of possible sizes (compare the vertical axes
in Figs. 6 and 7a–d) and, on the other hand, cases where the impact of multiple cloud
layers with an optically thin upper ice cloud layer generates ambiguities. In some cases25

the mean value thus is located between two more likely effective radius values (local
maxima). Nonetheless, the standard deviation for ice effective radius retrievals is still
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much smaller than the retrieved mean values (20–30% of the mean values) and thus
meaningful retrievals are expected.

A possibility to include additional observed information lies in the 10.8µm data. The
temperature information is not only a measure for the vertical position of the observed
cloud region, but also contains information on the general cloud geometry observed.5

A strong local gradient of 10.8µm radiance along the direction from cloud bottom to
top is evidence of a cloud side. If there is no spatial temperature gradient at all, a
cloud area of constant height is in the field of view (e.g. cloud tops, Fig. 1). Of course,
such geometric orientation has important impact on the observed reflectance as the
illumination and viewing geometry is changed by up to 90◦. The same range of effective10

radius values for a flat cloud top is related to a different reflectance signature compared
to a steep cloud side. This fact is neglected in our database so far, but can be used to
confine the application of the retrieval to suited parts of the database.

Figure 8 shows the effect of a subdivision of the database in different classes us-
ing the local vertical gradient in 10.8µm radiance, i.e. temperature. Presented are15

the mean values for two of five classes defined in a way to obtain equally populated
classes between “no slope” (no temperature gradient, horizontal cloud tops) and “steep
slope” (strong negative temperature gradient, vertical cloud sides). In the presented
sub-classes slightly different values of mean effective radius are related to the same
VIS/NIR reflectance bins. For example, the VIS/NIR reflectance of 0.3/0.1 would lead20

to a retrieval of 13µm for the cloud tops while for the cloud sides the result should
rather be 11µm. On the other hand this division of the database into smaller samples
leads to larger standard deviations (less reliability). Thus the database has to be big
enough to allow a meaningful subdivision in a way that the narrowing of the distribu-
tions through selection of a suited sub-class of comparable reflectance signature is not25

compensated for by the increasing statistical uncertainty. This will be investigated in
the context of the following test case.
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6 Independent test case

In this section we demonstrate the capabilities of the retrieval using a simulated test
case. For the test a different CRM microphysical model setup is used (see Sect. 2.1).
This way an independent case is generated whose combination of microphysical setup,
cloud geometry, and related observable radiation field is not part of the retrieval5

database (Fig. 10a). The related observations are simulated for all four wavelengths.
Then the detection of thermodynamic phase and the Bayesian retrieval of effective ra-
dius is applied to the simulated observations (Fig. 10b) and is compared to the original
cloud properties given in the GCE cloud data.

Figure 10c summarises the test. Depicted is information on thermodynamic phase10

and effective radius from the GCE cloud data set along one line at x=32 km. Large
values of effective radius are related to ice particles, small values to water droplets. In
mixed phase regions only the size of droplets is shown. Following the x=32 km line
through the simulated observation the effective radius profiles along the cloud sides
can be seen. Increasing droplet size is visible when the sensor probes higher and15

higher parts of a cloud side. Once the scan along the line reaches the ice part in a
vertical direction the effective radius jumps to the size of the largest ice particles at the
bottom of the ice region and then decreases the higher the probed region is located
in the ice cloud. In the shown case the effective size drops to very small sizes once
the top edge of the cloud is left behind. A few smaller liquid water cloud cells show up20

behind the main convective cell (y=55 km and 60 km).
This is the kind of information retrievable from the cloud scanner sensor with a 60◦

forward viewing zenith angle flying over the cloud scene from y=0 km to y=64 km (com-
pare Fig. 10a and b). The first retrieval step is the identification of cloud phase. The
result of our detection method is contrasted with the true phase (Fig. 10c). In most25

cases the identification of phase using the NIR ratio works accurately, even the mixed
phase region around y=31 km is identified adequately as “uncertain”. Some parts of
the ice cloud are not positively identified but classified as “uncertain” and a small part
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at the cloud edge even as liquid water. The reason for this misidentification could be
the influence of clear areas or water clouds behind the optically thinner top edges of
the ice cloud.

After identification of the cloud phase the Bayesian effective radius retrieval is ap-
plied separately for each phase. “Uncertain” regions are omitted. Both versions of the5

retrieval, the one using the complete database and the one using the spatial gradient in
the 10.8µm observation as additional information, are able to reproduce the gradient
of effective radius along the vertical profile on this very high spatial resolution of 250 m.
The result is very good for some of the shallow cumuli (e.g. at y=10 km or 60 km). Al-
ready on this high spatial resolution the true gradient is closely reproduced. In other10

regions the averaging over a few nearby observations would be enough to reach this
quality. The retrieval is less clear for the ice cloud areas where the phase was iden-
tified correctly in the first place. The average effective radius is measured accurately
and even some of the profile features seem to be detected, but there are larger pixel
to pixel fluctuations in the retrieval, probably caused by the ambiguities in some of the15

size distributions in the database (Fig. 7). That means, averaging over slightly larger
areas had to be done to reach a clear result for the ice particle size profile.

The second output of the Bayesian retrieval is the standard deviation describing
the accuracy of each retrieval. These values are always very close to σ=1µm for the
droplet retrievals. As expected the standard deviation for ice particles is larger, between20

7 and 9µm. Small improvements of the retrieval are visible if the information on the
spatial gradient at 10.8µm is used as additional information to select the adequate
part of the complete retrieval database especially for ice clouds. The pixel to pixel
fluctuation is smaller and the retrieved standard deviation is decreasing accordingly.

Table 1 provides average error values of retrievals for the full scene in Fig. 10a and b.25

Root mean square error, overall bias, and the average retrieved standard deviation are
given for 26 000 retrievals of droplet effective radius and 360 retrievals of ice particle
effective radius, whenever the cloud phase was detected correctly. The values are sim-
ilar to the ones in Fig. 10c. A retrieval for a single pixel has a typical root mean square
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error of about 1.6µm for water and 8µm for ice particles which had to be expected
from the retrieved values of standard deviation. The retrieval version using the thermal
gradient as additional geometry measure does not show a clear improvement over the
whole scene.

7 Conclusions5

We presented a thorough check of the proposed cloud scanner remote sensing ap-
proach for the retrieval of profiles of thermodynamic phase and effective radius (Martins
et al., 2007) and provided a first experimental retrieval database based on a large num-
ber of cloud cases. It was demonstrated that it is possible to measure highly accurate
high spatial resolution cloud properties from the proposed cloud scanner perspective.10

For this purpose, 52 cloud data sets from cloud resolving model and a 3-D radia-
tive transfer model were used to provide an extensive set of simulated cloud scanner
observations. It was shown that regardless of the high spatial complexity of realistic
cloud structures and 3-D radiative transfer, the signatures of cloud particle effective
radius and cloud phase were clearly detectable in a statistical sense. This fact is used15

to employ the simulation database as starting point of a Bayesian retrieval of effective
radius accounting for realistic cloud structure and 3-D radiative transfer (Marshak et al.,
2006).

Given the assumption that the relevant physical connection of particle size and ob-
served radiance is represented in the simulated database for all possible cloud situa-20

tions, only statistical uncertainties in single retrievals would be expected, but no bias.
An independent test checking the influence of variations in cloud structure and micro-
physics was used to test the capabilities of the approach. The results of this test are
very promising. Only a minimal overall bias was found for the example cloud scene in
the order of 1% for droplets and ice particles. For measurements on the high 250 m25

resolution, the retrieved uncertainty from our database and the actual statistical error
for our test case was found to be in the order of 1µm for droplets and 8µm for ice
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particles. This is an acceptable uncertainty as the usual values of effective radius are
several times larger. It is a clear improvement over classical plane-parallel determinis-
tic retrievals which would have a much higher pixel to pixel uncertainty and bias for the
same scene (tested but not shown in detail for droplets in 1km cloud covered pixels:
rms=8µm, bias=2 µm). Such values would completely prohibit any attempt to derive5

a correct high resolution microphysics profile.
A proof-of-concept for the statistical Bayesian retrieval and the cloud side scanner

approach for the derivation of cloud particle size profiles in a natural complex observa-
tion situation is provided. A possibility to improve the retrieval by selecting the suited
part of the information mixture in the retrieval database regarding geometrical condi-10

tions was outlined. The latter technique can probably be further optimised by adjusting
the TIR gradient classification. Following the Bayes’ theorem a probability of occur-
rence of certain cloud structures in nature should become part of the retrieval in the
future (p(reff) in Eq. 3). This information could be taken from convective cloud clima-
tologies to weigh the cases in the database.15

Next the retrieval database has to be extended to more solar illumination geometries
– due to the need for 3-D Monte Carlo simulations this is a computationally still very
demanding effort. Real measurements from aircraft as the ones taken by Martins et al.
(2007) have already been collected and will be evaluated once a sufficiently complete
database is obtained. Once this is done on more than a case study base, new insights20

into convective cloud physics and its interaction with aerosol will be gained.
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Appendix A

Variance reduction techniques for the Monte Carlo model

A1 Thermal backward

Backward simulations are always used, when a forward simulation would ”waste” the5

majority of the simulation time to trace photons which do not contribute to the result
(see, e.g. Marshak and Davis, 2005). For a thermal radiative transfer calculation, the
majority of photons emitted according to the Planck function everywhere in the atmo-
sphere never reach the sensor since absorption is high especially in clouds. Thus, we
extended MYSTIC based on the existing backward solution (Emde and Mayer, 2007)10

for the thermal simulations needed in this paper. Photons are started from the sensor
in the direction for which the radiance is calculated, photons are tracked until they are
absorbed, and the value of the Planck function at this point is collected as contribution
to the result. Comparisons of MYSTIC and DISORT (Stamnes et al., 1988) show dif-
ferences below 0.1% for a plane-parallel cloud test cases. Computation time for 3-D15

simulations of radiance to reach an accuracy of about 0.1% is only double the time
needed for plane-parallel 1-D DISORT calculations and thus well within feasible time
limits.

A2 Solar delta-scaling

Strongly forward peaked scattering functions for cloud droplets in the solar wavelength20

range cause larger uncertainties in Monte Carlo calculations of radiative transfer. An-
tyufeev (1996) introduces delta-scaling of the phase function peak and a related re-
scaling of the scattering coefficients as a possible method to minimise these uncertain-
ties in Monte Carlo models. We approximated the Mie phase function P (µ) with Pds(µ)
by replacing the forward peak for scatter angles µ=cos(θ)≥1−ε (small scatter angles)25
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by a delta-function, i.e.,

P (µ) ≈ Pds(µ) = q δ(1 − µ) + (1 − q) P ∗
ε (µ) (A1)

with ε as an adjustable parameter and where

P ∗
ε (µ) =

{
0 , 1 ≥ µ ≥ 1 − ε

1
1−q P (µ) , 1 − ε > µ ≥ −1 (A2)

and q=
∫1

1−ε P (µ)dµ. The new extinction coefficient is β∗=β (1−qω0) where β is the5

original extinction coefficient and ω0 the single scattering albedo. A given level of ac-
curacy is thus reached in a substantially shorter period of time especially for optically
thick cases. Iwabuchi (2006) demonstrates this variance reduction method and the
theoretical background, but also emphasises that the approach causes small biases,
which depend on zenith angle and optical thickness (Fig. A1). Deviations are always10

caused due to effects of the first orders of scattering, since in a 3-D cloud scene the
first scattering events define a considerable redirection of photon incidence. Thus we
implemented the delta-scaling into MYSTIC in a way that first and second order scat-
tering are treated with un-scaled phase function and scattering coefficient and scaling
is only applied to all higher orders of scattering (Fig. A1). By accepting a small cor-15

rectable bias only depending on the illumination geometry, the simulation time frame to
reach the required level of accuracy (3%) is reduced by a factor 5 to 10 depending on
the average scene optical thickness (Fig. A2).
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Table 1. Retrieval errors for droplet and ice particle size (root mean square, bias, and standard
deviation) in µm for the standard retrieval and the retrieval using the spatial gradient at 10.8µm
(*).

rms rms* bias bias* σ σ∗

water 1.639 1.608 0.091 0.136 1.042 1.002
ice 8.062 8.319 −0.697 −0.797 8.665 7.826
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Fig. 1. Schematic depiction of the cloud scanner concept (taken from Martins et al., 2007):
the sun is behind the sensor in the plane of observation. Reflected solar and near infra-red
radiance is used to measure the particle size and phase of the outer layer of a convective cell.
The measurement of thermal radiance provides height and additional geometrical information.
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Fig. 2. GCE 3-D cloud scenes, domain size is 64 km×64 km×22.4 km, horizontal resolution
250 m, 41 vertical levels of variable thickness. Used output fields are cloud liquid water content
(blue), cloud ice water content (red). Four examples are shown for 200, 240, 280, and 300 min
after simulation start.
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Fig. 3. (a) cross section through the GCE cloud mass content shown in Fig. 2b at y=32 km,
LWC in blue, IWC in red, mixed in grey, (b) cross section showing the effective particle size for
the mass content in (a) after the parameterisations discussed in the text.
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Fig. 4. Simulated cloud scanner observations: Based on GCE cloud data (compare Fig. 2)
monochromatic reflectance for 0.87 (a), 2.1 (b), and 2.25µm (c), as well as emitted monochro-
matic radiance for 10.8µm (d). Solar zenith angle 45◦, viewing zenith angle 60◦. The lack of
shadows is due to the fact that both sun and sensor have an azimuth of 180◦ (“south”).
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Fig. 5. (a) “true” effective radius from the GCE cloud edges for viewing zenith of 60◦ for droplets
(blue) and ice particles (red). Smallest droplet radii are at the bottom of the cloud cells, largest
droplets around 15µm to the top of the liquid water volume just below the largest ice effective
radius values (≈60µm), smaller ice effective radius is found to the top of the ice region and
towards the edges of cloud volume. (b) Observed reflectance values for 0.87 and 2.1µm
(Fig. 4) for certain true effective radius ranges (only droplets). The inserted histogram illustrates
the underlying effective radius distribution.
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Fig. 6. (a–d) Example distributions of true effective radius for different simulated NIR/VIS re-
flectance bins from the simulation database for liquid water droplets. Each plot gives distribu-
tions for one VIS bin and several NIR bins (colours stand for different NIR bins). (e) Dependence
of mean effective radius and (f) related standard deviation on NIR reflectance for several VIS
reflectance bins (only VIS/NIR bins with at least 20 values are shown, here colours stand for
different VIS bins).
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Fig. 7. Distributions and statistics for ice particles (comp. Fig. 6).
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Fig. 8. Mean values of effective radius distributions for different reflectance bins (comp. Fig. 6e)
for sub-classes of the whole database. (a) Relation for all simulations showing no negative
local temperature gradient (cloud tops); (b) relation for all simulations showing a clear negative
vertical temperature gradient (cloud sides).
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Fig. 9. Separation of thermodynamic phase. (a) cloud phase from the GCE data set for a 60◦

viewing zenith angle, GCE volume visible from that perspective only containing liquid water is
labeled “water”, volume containing only ice water content is “ice”, volume containing both is
“mixed”. (b) Ratio of reflectance 2.1/2.25µm. Due to differences in ice absorption, the cloud
phase is separable.
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Fig. 10. (a) 3-D distribution of LWC (blue) and IWC (red) for the independent GCE cloud data
set. (b) Related simulated observation of 0.87µm reflectance for 60◦ viewing zenith and 45◦

solar zenith angle (to the bottom of the image). (c) Result of two retrieval versions applied to
one line of measurements from the simulated data – the red line in (b) – at four wavelengths:
The true effective radius along the sides and tops of the GCE cloud data set at x=32 km for the
given viewing geometry is shown as thick black line. Values above 15µm are of ice particles
(indicated by the thick blue line), effective radius below 15µm mostly belongs to cloud edges
with only water droplets (thick red line). The results of the phase retrievals are shown with thick
broken lines, the results of the effective radius retrievals are shown in orange and light blue
(mean effective radius in thick lines, related standard deviation in thin lines at the bottom of the
figure). 4306



Fig. A1. Comparison of MYSTIC simulations for an example cloud scene (solar zenith of 5◦,
nadir view): (a) field of optical thickness and (b) related reference simulation, (c) deviation
from this reference field for simulations with delta-scaling of the phase function for all scattering
events and (b) for delta-scaling starting with the third scattering (scene biases are 8% and
0.6%, respectively). Note the dependency of the deviation on the optical thickness in (c) and
its absence in (d).
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Fig. A2. Comparison of scatter (standard deviation) and bias (compared to a reference simu-
lation) for simulations without delta-scaling (green) and with delta-scaling starting with the third
scatter event (blue) – the time effort for both simulations is the same. Shown are single pixel
errors (+) and the related standard deviation (broken lines) for the run without delta-scaling, as
well as the standard deviation and bias for the run with delta-scaling (black lines). The bias of
using delta-scaling is clearly within the range of uncertainty that has to be expected for simula-
tions without delta-scaling for the same time effort. The time for a standard simulation to reach
the same level of uncertainty as the simulation with delta-scaling would be 5–10 times longer
than the one presented.
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